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4 The 
Inverter

 

 
 

The inverter is probably the most important basic logic cell in circuit design. This chapter introduces the logical 

concepts of the inverter, its layout implementation, the link between the transistor size and the static and analog 

characteristics. The manual design of the inverter is detailed. The performances of the inverter are analyzed in terms of 

static transfer function, switching speed, MOS options influence, and power consumption. 

 

1. Logic symbol 
 

Two logic symbols are often used to represent the inverter: the "old style" inverter (Left of figure 4-1), and the IEEE 

symbol (right of figure 4-1). In DSCH, we preferably use traditional symbol layout. As the logic truth table of figure 4-

1 shows, the cell inverts the logic value of the input In into an output Out.  

 
In Out 

0 1 

1 0 

X X 

 

Fig. 4-1: Symbols used to represent the logic inverter 

 

In the truth table, the symbol 0 represents 0.0V while 1 represents the logic supply, which is 1.2V in 0.12µm. The 

symbol X means "undefined". This state is equivalent to an undefined voltage, just like with a floating input node 

without any input connection. The undefined state appears in gray in the simulations and chronograms. 

 

 

 

 

Symbol 

PHYSICAL LOGICAL 

Out = NOT (In) 
 
Out = ~ (In) 

Equation 
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Truth Table 

Circuit 

Voltage Transfer 
Characteristics (VTC) 



•  NFET’s pull down, PFET’s pull up 
•  Pull up and pull down NOT at the same time
•  Output always connected to VDD or GND

Important rules 



NAND Gate 



NAND2 



•  Three inputs

NAND Gate 



NOR Gate 



NOR2 



Multiplexer 



•  Truth table method
•  Complementary structures

Gate Construction 



•  Example

Truth table method 



•  Result

•  Disadvantage: n inputs -> 2n entries. 2n x n FETs
•   We need inverters to generate x and y

Truth table method 



•  NAND gate

Truth table method 

J 

L 



•  Build the PUP from the PDN or viceversa
•  Replace

–  PMOS with NMOS (and viceversa) 
–  Parallel branches with series branches (and viceversa) 

•  Signals going to inputs: unchanged

Complementary structures 



•  Example

Complementary structures 



•  Example

Complementary structures 



•  Any network equivalent to a single FET + Boolean 
expression

Boolean equation method (I) 

X=1 AND y=1 then    ON 

X=0 OR y=0 then    ON 

x . y 

x + y 

CMOS OUT 



•  Any network equivalent to a single FET + Boolean 
expression

Boolean equation method (II) 

X=1 OR y=1 then    ON 

X=0 AND y=0 then    ON x . y 

x + y 

CMOS OUT 



•  Reduction

•  Expansion

Boolean equation method (I) 



•  Example

Boolean equation method (II) 


